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When the organizers of URANIA contacted me with the invitation to join the
program committee of this Workshop I gladly accepted. I was in fact intrigued
by the title, the aims and scope, and even more by the list of research questions
they posed in the call, as all of them brought the attention to research on the
Science of AI more than on the AI-Technology.

The message conveyed by the title sounded to me as: when (almost) every-
body speaks about “Deep Learning” let us reflect on “Deep Understanding and
Reasoning”. Does it mean that we do not believe in deep learning and statistics
as the solution to all the problems of AI, even nowadays when Big Data are
available? Yes, of course, this is the case. Even though the results achieved with
Big Data and Deep Learning are in some cases astonishing, we are sure we still
need symbol crunching and reasoning to build artifacts that show a human level
intelligence.

It is not a surprise that research in AI (and research in general) goes through
periods of fascinations and dismissals of topics, methods or approaches, passing
through severe “religious” wars. At present statistical reasoning seems to be the
answer to all the AI problems and is expected to significantly contribute to the
advancement of technology in the near future (see [5]). But remarks about the
limits and fears that it may even bring us into a new AI winter are already
popping up.

Hence, while the world (both scientific journals and newspapers) resounds
with the slogan “Big Data and Deep learning” it is good that somebody raises
the flag of “Deep Understanding and Reasoning”, not so much to have two parties
in a “competition”, but because we do believe that the limits of Big Data and
Deep Learning can only be overcome with better Knowledge Representation and
Reasoning. Hector Levesque with his IJCAI-13 talk and successive AI journal
paper [3] points strongly out the fact that there are patterns of human reasoning
not captured by statistical reasoning, and that, conversely, need reasoning based
on knowledge, sometimes of the kind John McCarthy used to call common sense.
Others [1, 2] note that despite the unprecedented successes reached with Deep
Learning, nothing we see resembles reasoning at the human level or conclusions
that can be explained to a human user. We all know that, in order to accept
the interaction and the “suggestions” that come from our AI-artifact we want to



understand what her/his/its conclusions are and why she/he/it came to them.
This requirement is more stringent as the applications become critical.

The vision of the proposers presented in the aim and scope of the Workshop
is for completely autonomous systems that should go from the formulation to
the solution of problems without human intervention. Hence, quoting the call
for papers:

In a long-term vision, next-generation artificial cognitive systems and
robots will be autonomous end-to-end solvers that perform the whole
problem-solving process without any human intervention. Starting from
a (possibly multi-modal) problem description, an end-to-end-problem
solver should automatically understand the problem, identify its com-
ponents, devise a model, select a solving technique, and find a solution.
Such autonomous intelligent agents should be pro-active and problem-
solving driven; deep understanding and deep reasoning, not necessarily
based on big-data, will be a crucial ingredient for their design.

Even though the full autonomy is not necessarily the ultimate goal, as the vi-
sion of a symbiosis between humans and intelligent artifacts is a more realistic
scenario, at least to me, the challenges raised by the above vision are not to
be underestimated. The machine, in order to be able to symbiotically cooperate
with humans, has to build models of the word, reason, and autonomously find
solutions to problems in a way that can be communicated to, and understood
by, humans.

Even more intriguing, the aims and scope paragraph concludes with the
following:

In this context, it would be important to identify specific challenges,
to assess the level of autonomy achieved, the effectiveness of end-to-end
solvers, and to ease the dissemination of AI results to a general audience.
This ambitious goal requires an unprecedented integration of AI area
and techniques such as Natural Language Processing, Machine Learn-
ing, Constraint-based reasoning, Logic, Planning, Case-based reasoning,
Human-Machine Interaction, and Cognitive Science, and could represent
an important step forward reducing the fragmentation of modern AI.

Reconciliation of different approaches and reduction of the fragmentation of AI
are indeed a valuable perspective.

As for the list of questions posed by the organizers, it is well conceived,
precise and exhaustive. From the long list, I choose the following:

– How far is a next generation of AI engines going beyond the pure
question answering by embedding deep reasoning and understand-
ing?

– How to address reasoning aspects typical of human problem solv-
ing such as metaphorical reasoning, abstraction, creativity, and in-
tuition?



– On the road to autonomy, which is the role played by human-computer
interaction in the problem solving activity along the line of AI col-
laborators?

– Is this the time to go “Beyond the Turing Test”? What about the
risks for humanity related to these next-generation intelligent agents?

I am not a fan of the Turing test, so I read this last question as: We need metrics
to evaluate the performances of the AI-artifacts. This entire item is very relevant
and should be taken into account by the researchers in AI. We know that the
risks of the research in AI are not at all at the level depicted by some of the
media. It is our moral duty to develop robust and reliable AI systems, it is our
moral duty to communicate this to the non-specialists. I see a risk: ignorance
about AI can induce fear, hence become an obstacle to future research. We have
to be aware and contrast this risk.

As for the other points I selected above, I consider them the “core questions”
of the Workshop. All of them have been addressed in various ways, and at various
levels, by the contributors, with their papers, presentations and participation in
the final discussion.

Occasionally during the presentations at the Workshop, something brought
back to my mind some piece of “old literature” or some old, famous and even
abused example, that I believe are still relevant and should be proposed to the
young researcher, in particular the paper [4] published in 1969 by John McCarthy
and Patrick Hayes. The solutions presented there may be too simplistic and now
obsolete (if not in the spirit certainly in the details, as they have been immensely
refined by successive research), but the problems and the issues raised are still
up in their full glory. In particular two things come to my mind: the three criteria
set forth by McCarthy and Hayes, and the problem of the mutilated chessboard.

Paper [4] provides us with a definition of intelligence:

On this basis we shall say that an entity is intelligent if it has an adequate
model of the world (including the intellectual world of mathematics,
understanding of its own goals and other mental processes), if it is clever
enough to answer a wide variety of questions on the basis of this model, if
it can get additional information from the external world when required,
and can perform such tasks in the external world as its goals demand
and its physical abilities permit.

In paper [4] McCarthy and Hayes speak about three criteria to evaluate the
adequacy of a representation: metaphysical, epistemological and heuristic. I here
report only the definition of these criteria as exposed in [4], and point to that
paper for their illustration:

A representation is called metaphysically adequate if the world could
have that form without contradicting the facts of the aspect of reality
that interests us.

A representation is called epistemologically adequate for a person or
machine if it can be used practically to express the facts that one actually
has about the aspect of the world.



A representation is called heuristically adequate if the reasoning pro-
cesses actually gone through in solving a problem are expressible in the
language.

When designing a representation we should ask ourselves these questions, in
particular the heuristic adequacy. To this end, I’ll use the same example John
McCarthy often used, namely the “mutilated chessboard”. This is a tiling puzzle
introduced by the philosopher Max Black in 1946 that goes as follows:

“Take a standard 8x8 chessboard and remove two diagonally opposite
corners. Is it possible to cover it with standard 2x1 domino tiles?”

The problem might appear very complex, but it becomes trivially simple if we
consider that:

– a chessboard has 32 white and 32 black squares;
– by removing two opposite corners we remove two squares of the same color,

say black.

So, there is no way of covering 32 white and 30 black squares with tiles, as each
tile can only cover two adjacent squares, hence one black and one white square.

Of course a heuristically adequate knowledge representation for this prob-
lem must allow us/a machine to reason about numbers, oddness and evenness,
equality, etc., rather than relying on colored pixels or Cartesian coordinates of
the squares.

When the organizers of the Workshop invited me to draw some conclusions,
chair the final discussion and then write this note, I accepted with some hes-
itation, knowing that it was going to be a challenging job. I have enjoyed the
Workshop, the reader of these proceedings can easily see why, and I am look-
ing forward to its continuation because it gathers researchers that are asking
themselves fundamental questions for the advancement of AI.
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